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Introduction

How Laws 84, 87 & 97 Work

Energy Star Rating Comparison

In 2016, the world's leading countries signed the Paris Agreement which focused
on reducing anthropogenic climate change on the planet. On May 2019, New York
State and New York City declared its own ambitious goals aimed at decarbonizing the
city and restricting the state’s energy use to relying completely on renewables.

Property 2

Property 1

Some of these goals specifically target infrastructure in the city since estimates
cite buildings as accounting for nearly 70% of New York’s energy use. The main law
of New York’s Climate Policy, Local Law 97, requires all buildings over 25,000 sq ft to
reduce their CO2 footprint by 40% by 2030 and by 80% by 2050. It also mandates
increasing the efficiency of buildings based on the Energy Star rating system. While
very ambitious and a step in the right direction for New York, some critics have voiced
concern over the comprehensiveness of the Energy Star rating system, how carbon
dioxide emissions are calculated and what means and methods building owners will
take in order to comply with the law. The legislation will become legally binding in
2024 and owners with buildings meeting the legal requirement will need to move
quickly in order ensure their properties meet benchmarks.

Both buildings have similar
characteristics. Property #1 was
built in 1929, 53 years prior to
property #2. Property #2 has an
energy star score of 94, which is
almost 7 times higher than
Property
#1
(and
energy
consumption is more than 2 times
higher). This significant difference
is caused by a combination of
factors such as its building
envelope (insulation and window),
heating/cooling system efficiency,
materials used for construction,
lighting and appliances and
occupant density.

Carbon Dioxide Emissions Calculations
Total Emissions = Site Energy Emissions + Source Energy Emissions

Energy Star Rating & Grades Calculations

Picture Credit: https://www.homedsgn.com

Picture Credit (snap): https://energy.cusp.nyu.edu/#/

New York Climate Legislation

● Like Sanitary Inspection grades in NYC restaurants, the city plans to assign
letter grades to buildings.
● The ENERGY STAR scoring system for buildings is based on percentiles,
which means it assigns values from 1 to 100.
● As per Local Law 95 of 2019 grades based on Energy Star energy efficiency
scores will be assigned as follows:

Site energy is the amount of heat
and electricity consumed by a
building as reflected in the utility
bills.
Source energy represents the
total amount of raw fuel that is
required to operate the building
(transmission,
delivery,
and
production losses)
Picture Credit: https://www.energystar.gov/

Site Emissions = Energy use x Emissions Factor*
*Emissions factors incorporate the emissions of carbon dioxide, methane, and
nitrous oxide, to provide a carbon dioxide equivalent number specific to country
US Emission Factor = 7.07 × 10-4 metric tons CO2/kWh (2017 data)

In order to meet these strict climate goals, the New York City Council passed
administrative laws to enforce specific items:

Property 1

Property 2

● Buildings Mandate: Local Law 97
The main centerpiece of the Climate Mobilization Act, this requires all buildings
larger than 25,000 square feet to adhere to carbon reduction targets.
● Building Energy Efficiency Grade: Local Laws 96 & 33
These laws amend the ranges for how energy efficiency grades are calculated
and also require buildings fitting the size requirement to display energy
efficiency scores and grades.
● Long Term Energy Plan, 2017: Local Law 248
A law that requires New York City to create a long-term energy plan in 2019,
every four years after and also establishes a city energy policy advisory
subcommittee.
● Local Law 84
Intended to bring transparency for energy and water usage and inform building
owners and tenants, this law requires annual benchmarking data to be
submitted by owners of eligible buildings for public disclosure by May 1st of
each year.
● Energy Audits and Retro-Commissioning: Local Law 87
This law requires eligible buildings to audit, retro-commission, and submit
specific information to the City including general building information,

● The program also separates buildings by categories and ranks them against
that of similar buildings nationwide. Meaning that an office building with an
ENERGY STAR score of 90 performs better than 90% of all office buildings in
the program.
● Grades are derived from the following algorithm which consists of a linear
regression model:

EUI=predicted energy use intensity
UnitDensity= # number of units per 1,000 ft2
BedroomPerUnit= # of bedrooms per unit
LowRise=dummy variable being 1 if the building is lower than ﬁve ﬂoors tall
and 0 otherwise.
HDD and CDD= annual heating and cooling degree days respectively.
c denoting values are centered on the sample’s mean value.

The website also provides
approximate Greenhouse Gas
Emission Data (kgCO2/ft2) and
sets benchmarks for each
individual building for the years
2024 and 2030 . Based on the
data,
Property
#1
must
significantly
reduce
GHG
intensity in order to hit the
benchmarks, while property #2
is already on track with the
goals. The Benchmark goals
depend on the type of building
and its use.

Conclusion
New York has already taken significant steps towards meeting its Carbon Free goals
including the establishment of the NYC Energy & Water Use Map, passage of laws
requiring large buildings to meet rigorous energy use guidelines as well as establishing a
clear and quantifiable method of grading buildings on how to meet said guidelines.
However, the use of Energy Star as a grading criteria is criticized by some experts and
continued research will need to be maintained in order to determine if NYC’s energy
grading criteria must be altered and if the Energy Star criteria should even be used at all.
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